
 

 
 

 

 

Coalition for Marriage Poll – September 2018 
 

 

Methodology: ComRes surveyed 2,002 British adults online between 19th and 20th September 2018. Data were 

weighted to be representative of all British adults aged 18+ by age, gender and region. ComRes is a member of the 

British Polling Council and abides by its rules. Full tables at www.comresglobal.com  

 

All press releases or other publications must be checked with ComRes before use.  ComRes requires 48 hours to 

check a press release unless otherwise agreed. 

 

For information about commissioning research please contact info@comresglobal.com or call +44 (0)20 7871 8660. 

 

To register for Pollwatch, featuring commentary and insight from the ComRes team, please email: pollwatch@comresglobal.com 

 

REPUTATION | COMMUNICATIONS | PUBLIC POLICY 

 

Four Millbank | London | SW1P 3JA | T. +44 (0)20 7871 8660 

Rond-Point Schuman / Schumanplein 6 | Box 5  | 1040 Bruxelles | T. +32 (0)2 234 63 82  

51/F Raffles City  | No.268 Xi Zang Middle Road | HuangPu District Shanghai  | 200001 China | T. +86 (0)21 2312 7674 



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB55+35-5418-3465+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

286961391441451072932418242513019415131321214535Unweighted base

337113*128146154143*32**3611784**27**152*20915622**313259571Weighted base

19363768384743020284426871157014163154317Would be pleased
57%56%59%57%54%52%96%56%47%100%95%57%d55%45%63%52%59%55%

1853938-1410--2129181523Would not be pleased
5%4%2%6%2%6%-4%5%--1%6%f6%f3%3%6%b4%

1103946496645113074-1537767713571206Would make no
33%34%36%33%43%31%4%36%42%-5%35%37%43%31%43%A28%36%difference to me

16735216-1511--10510171826Don't know
5%6%2%4%1%11%MnO-4%6%--6%3%6%4%2%7%B4%
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Parents and Relationships Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 19th-20th September 2018

Absolutes/col percents
Table 5
Q.2 In principle, do you think you would be pleased or not if your child / one of your children, when older, did each of the following?
If they married someone of the opposite sex
Base: All respondents who are parents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k - l/m/n/o - p/q
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB55+35-5418-3465+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

286961391441451072932418242513019415131321214535Unweighted base

337113*128146154143*32**3611784**27**152*20915622**313259571Weighted base

57302125242936134-31943277544499Would be pleased
17%26%q16%17%16%20%9%17%19%-11%12%20%17%33%17%17%17%

922124363342688422436524025977136Would not be pleased
27%18%19%25%22%29%o19%24%24%35%16%23%25%26%7%19%30%B24%

15259686789611618288214811017513182103285Would make no
45%52%53%46%58%Ln43%50%50%49%52%50%53%48%48%56%58%A40%50%difference to me

364151781173014161614141183351Don't know
11%p3%12%m12%m5%8%22%8%8%12%23%11%6%9%4%6%13%B9%
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Parents and Relationships Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 19th-20th September 2018

Absolutes/col percents
Table 8
Q.2 In principle, do you think you would be pleased or not if your child / one of your children, when older, did each of the following?
If they married someone of the same sex
Base: All respondents who are parents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k - l/m/n/o - p/q
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB55+35-5418-3465+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

286961391441451072932418242513019415131321214535Unweighted base

337113*128146154143*32**3611784**27**152*20915622**313259571Weighted base

65322529322757236-522502796350113Would be pleased
19%28%20%20%21%19%15%20%20%-18%15%24%f17%40%20%19%20%

42101217171733624-3191724*333063Would not be pleased
13%9%9%12%11%12%8%10%14%-9%13%8%15%e1%11%11%11%

21466869110390242431034201041399112210161370Would make no
63%58%67%63%67%63%75%67%i58%100%71%68%66%58%55%67%62%65%difference to me

1755938*1015-*7314171825Don't know
5%5%4%6%2%6%1%3%8%J-2%4%2%9%E4%2%7%B4%
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Parents and Relationships Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 19th-20th September 2018

Absolutes/col percents
Table 14
Q.2 In principle, do you think you would be pleased or not if your child / one of your children, when older, did each of the following?
If they lived with a partner but never married
Base: All respondents who are parents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k - l/m/n/o - p/q
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB55+35-5418-3465+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

384122283202284230388307304242146147160173131518481999Unweighted base

427146*249187270291362334300229133164170187113*502495997Weighted base

19376128861291461781631481176281829849244245489NET: Support
45%52%52%46%48%50%49%49%49%51%46%49%48%52%44%49%50%49%

78355037506465657141234123472497103201Support strongly
18%24%20%20%18%22%18%19%24%18%18%25%E14%25%E21%19%21%20%

11541794979821149876763839595126147142288Support
27%28%32%26%29%28%31%29%25%33%cf29%24%35%cf27%23%29%29%29%

6619442848537049534822232630247992172Oppose
16%13%18%15%18%18%19%15%18%21%17%14%15%16%21%16%19%17%

33121518213135262429615111212364985Oppose strongly
8%8%6%10%8%11%10%8%8%13%deG4%9%6%7%11%g7%10%9%

9931594669841057578772838374236115142257NET: Oppose
23%21%24%24%25%29%29%j22%26%34%DEfG21%23%22%22%32%eg23%29%b26%

1343961557361799675354445514728143108251Don't know
31%27%25%30%l27%21%22%29%k25%15%33%H28%H30%H25%H25%H28%A22%25%
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Parents and Relationships Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 19th-20th September 2018

Absolutes/col percents
Table 103
Q.5b Would you support or oppose either party in a marriage being able to secure a divorce on a ‘No reason’ basis, irrespective of whether their spouse agrees?
Base: All split sample respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k - l/m/n/o - p/q
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by ComRes



Statements
If a couple's

The lifemarriage is inEither spouse
chances of thedifficulties,Either spouseshould be able

children ofit is usuallyshould be ableto divorce by
divorcedbetter forto divorce bymaking a simple

parents are notheir childrenmaking a simpledeclaration atDivorce should
better or worsefor that coupledeclarationa Registrybe made asThere should beDivorce should

than the lifeto divorce thanonline that theOffice that thequick and easya statutorynot be made too
chances offor theirmarriage ismarriage isas possible incooling-offeasy, so as to

children whosechildren toover, even ifover, even iforder to be asperiod before aencourage
parents do notwitness themthe otherthe otherpainless asdivorce iscouples to stay

divorcedisagreeingspouse objectsspouse objectspossiblefinalisedtogether

2002200220022002200220022002Unweighted base

2002200220022002200220022002Weighted base

942130173293413831376845NET: Agree
47%65%37%47%69%69%42%

238403213279444350214Strongly agree    (4)
12%20%11%14%22%17%11%

7038985196559391025631Agree             (3)
35%45%26%33%47%51%32%

472219532428250227600Disagree          (2)
24%11%27%21%12%11%30%

136593322108568220Strongly disagree (1)
7%3%17%10%4%3%11%

608278864637335296821NET: Disagree
30%14%43%32%17%15%41%

452423406431284331336Don't know
23%21%20%22%14%17%17%

2.673.042.382.643.012.992.50Mean

0.840.740.960.920.780.710.88Standard deviation
0.020.020.020.020.020.020.02Standard error
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Parents and Relationships Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 19th-20th September 2018

Absolutes/col percents
Table 106
Q.6 Would you agree or disagree with each of the following statements about reforming Britain's divorce laws?
Summary Table
Base: All respondents

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB55+35-5418-3465+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

76424655041759943682162455750231932130330325410619412002Unweighted base

85829748740656354675967456846329635432034622210259772002Weighted base

1675670778010465109156363045648571137193331NET: Support
19%19%14%19%m14%19%mo9%16%K28%JK8%10%13%H20%FGH25%FGH32%dEFGH13%20%B17%

40161872328722483410112523393776Support strongly
5%5%4%2%4%n5%N1%3%K8%JK1%1%3%H4%H7%eFGH10%EFGH4%4%4%

1274052705776588710933263453614898156254Support
15%14%11%17%MO10%14%8%13%K19%JK7%9%10%17%FGH17%FGH22%FGH10%16%B13%

18063102861051231761341051017574606243209206415Oppose
21%21%21%21%19%22%23%i20%19%22%25%De21%19%18%20%20%21%21%

293981971462242213872431582591271499410554443345788Oppose strongly
34%33%41%36%40%40%51%IJ36%I28%56%CDEFG43%CDE42%CDE29%30%24%43%A35%39%

473160299232329344563377264360202223154167976525511204NET: Oppose
55%54%61%57%59%63%74%IJ56%I46%78%CDEFG68%CDE63%CDE48%48%44%64%A56%60%

34221721271818392613520191412394483Prefer not to say
4%8%q4%5%5%3%2%6%K5%K3%2%6%Gh6%Gh4%6%Gh4%4%4%

183591007712781114149122546066838042197188385Don't know
21%20%21%L19%23%L15%15%22%K21%K12%20%H19%H26%cfH23%H19%H19%19%19%
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Parents and Relationships Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 19th-20th September 2018

Absolutes/col percents
Table 129
Q.7 What would your reaction be to the suggestion that each of the following types of relationship should be brought within the legal definition of ‘marriage’
Polygamy, where more than two people of whatever gender would commit to each other in a legal definition of marriage
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k - l/m/n/o - p/q
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB55+35-5418-3465+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

76424655041759943682162455750231932130330325410619412002Unweighted base

85829748740656354675967456846329635432034622210259772002Weighted base

138617063729674106121443051556754145156301NET: Support
16%21%14%15%13%18%m10%16%K21%JK10%10%14%h17%GH19%GH24%eFGH14%16%15%

33101017151410212563138169213556Support strongly
4%3%2%4%o3%3%1%3%K4%K1%1%4%gh2%5%GH4%gH2%4%b3%

1055160455882648596382638475145123122245Support
12%17%q12%11%10%15%M8%13%K17%jK8%9%11%15%gH15%gH20%FGH12%12%12%

19466112911321261851731021048290835745251210460Oppose
23%22%23%22%23%23%24%I26%I18%22%d28%cD25%D26%D17%20%24%21%23%

3091061781502352313602212132381231338813776414381795Oppose strongly
36%36%37%37%42%42%47%IJ33%38%51%CDEFG41%E38%E27%40%E34%40%39%40%

5031722902413663575453943163412042231711951216655901255NET: Oppose
59%58%60%59%65%no65%72%IJ58%56%74%CDEF69%CDE63%cE53%56%54%65%a60%63%

3210191314118311962921127312757Prefer not to say
4%3%4%3%3%2%1%5%K3%K1%1%3%7%FGH3%Gh3%g3%3%3%

185531089011082132144112726071747240185204389Don't know
22%18%22%L22%L20%l15%17%21%k20%16%20%20%23%H21%h18%18%21%19%
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Parents and Relationships Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 19th-20th September 2018

Absolutes/col percents
Table 132
Q.7 What would your reaction be to the suggestion that each of the following types of relationship should be brought within the legal definition of ‘marriage’
Temporary marriage contracts, for a fixed period of time such as five years, or on a renewable two-year basis
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k - l/m/n/o - p/q
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB55+35-5418-3465+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

76424655041759943682162455750231932130330325410619412002Unweighted base

85829748740656354675967456846329635432034622210259772002Weighted base

1505566656510857111135312646656866126178304NET: Support
18%18%13%16%m12%20%MO8%17%K24%JK7%9%13%H20%FGH20%fGH30%DEFGH12%18%B15%

281812111326428301310181416263662Support strongly
3%6%q3%3%2%5%Mo1%4%K5%K*1%3%H6%GH4%GH7%FGH3%4%3%

1233653545281538310529243647545199142241Support
14%12%11%13%m9%15%M7%12%K18%JK6%8%10%h15%GH16%fGH23%dEFGH10%14%B12%

1946411190117130208142991258376665444223226449Oppose
23%22%23%22%21%24%27%IJ21%17%27%cDe28%cDef21%21%16%20%22%23%22%

2188814410718117427518914118392112779249338267605Oppose strongly
25%30%29%26%32%n32%36%IJ28%25%40%CDEFG31%Ce32%Ce24%27%22%33%A27%30%

412153255197298304483331240308175188143146945614931054NET: Oppose
48%51%52%48%53%56%n64%IJ49%I42%67%CDEFG59%CDE53%CDe45%42%42%55%a50%53%

45161724251919353113618171713463884Prefer not to say
5%5%4%6%4%3%2%5%K5%K3%2%5%g5%G5%g6%Gh4%4%4%

25074149121175116200196163111891029511449292268560Don't know
29%25%31%L30%L31%L21%26%29%29%24%30%ch29%30%c33%CH22%28%27%28%
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Parents and Relationships Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 19th-20th September 2018

Absolutes/col percents
Table 135
Q.7 What would your reaction be to the suggestion that each of the following types of relationship should be brought within the legal definition of ‘marriage’
Fluid arrangements, where people are able to create formal sexual agreements outside of any emotional bonds or commitment
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k - l/m/n/o - p/q
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB55+35-5418-3465+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

76424655041759943682162455750231932130330325410619412002Unweighted base

85829748740656354675967456846329635432034622210259772002Weighted base

6628232220499436117113233283875113NET: Support
8%10%5%5%4%9%MnO1%6%K11%JK*2%H3%H10%FGH10%FGH13%FGH4%8%B6%

16752101151113144758111728Support strongly
2%2%1%*2%n2%n1%2%2%K*1%h1%2%H2%H3%fH1%2%1%

50221820103743248137262821265885Support
6%7%4%m5%M2%7%MO1%5%K9%JK*1%2%H8%FGH8%FGH9%FGH3%6%B4%

12538615668771048772713345414130127135262Oppose
15%13%12%14%12%14%14%13%13%15%11%13%13%12%14%12%14%13%

5621993562834123786044713543702342711992201347666621429Oppose strongly
66%67%73%70%73%69%80%IJ70%I62%80%CDE79%CDE77%CDE62%64%60%75%A68%71%

6872374163394804557085574264412673172412611648937971691NET: Oppose
80%80%86%84%85%83%93%IJ83%I75%95%CDEFG90%CDE89%CDE75%75%74%87%A82%84%

25121011161592123451011168262753Prefer not to say
3%4%2%3%3%3%1%3%K4%K1%2%3%h3%H4%gH3%H3%3%3%

8019383445283453581717173636226877146Don't know
9%6%8%8%l8%l5%4%8%K10%K4%6%5%11%FGH10%FgH10%FgH7%8%7%
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Parents and Relationships Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 19th-20th September 2018

Absolutes/col percents
Table 138
Q.7 What would your reaction be to the suggestion that each of the following types of relationship should be brought within the legal definition of ‘marriage’
Incest, where siblings may marry other siblings of either sex
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k - l/m/n/o - p/q
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by ComRes


